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Executive summary 
MOOCs are massive open online courses. Although they are still characterised as a course, intended to 

deliver a learning experience to the learners, conventional classroom-teaching models don’t apply to 

MOOCs due to the adherent characteristics. MOOCs are delivered online, taking away the possibilities of 

face-to-face communication, but at the same time opening up opportunities of online communication, media 

and services. Next, MOOCs are open in all aspects, open in content, open in delivery and open regarding 

access. This also entails that no entry requirements are put towards the learners who want to take a MOOC. 

Together with the massive number of participants that are attracted to MOOCs, this results in an 

heterogeneous population of participants. Participants will vary much in educational background and 

knowledge levels, but also will have their own personal intentions and learning objectives for participating in 

a MOOC. From the perspective of the teacher, due to the sheer number of participants a teacher is unable to 

pay attention to individual learners. These conditions ask for a change in educational paradigm.  

The ECO project goes one step further and states that MOOCs should be inclusive and cater for those at risk 

of being included, but also make use of the benefits offered by mobile learning and mobile devices. 

This has resulted in the development of a new innovative pedagogical framework that allows the design of 

MOOCs that are social and seamless, hence sMOOCs. This pedagogical framework promotes the use of 

connectivist, social networked approaches that provide authentic learning activities in a situated context. 

Because networked learning is all about social interaction, we describe how the ECO pedagogical approach 

can take advantage of web 2.0 and social media. Many social web applications are very effective in 

encouraging people to become and remain active contributors, encouraging them to share resources and build 

networks and communities. Due to this popularity, social media are used in education as well. 

In this deliverable we explain how we can benefit from web 2.0 and social media and how they can be put to 

use in the context of the ECO sMOOC to assist the ECO MOOC platform providers and work package 3 in 

fine-tuning the ECO platforms and to assist the MOOC providers in work package 4 in the design of their 

MOOCs.  

After a brief introduction into the development of the worldwide web to highlight the importance of social 

media, we provide recommendations on the use of various types of media for particular educational and 

learning purposes, such as content production, reflection and monitoring. 

However, social and networked learning is not about the use of a single tool or features that can be 

implemented through a single tool. It is also about enticing and motivating learners. This is captured in the 

concept of gamification of learning. Through gamification aspects such as karma, reputation, badges, both 

intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of learners can be enhanced, increase the learning experience and result in 

higher performance. 

The deliverable concludes with recommendations on how the current ECO platforms can be enriched with 

social features and how social media can be incorporated to strengthen the platforms and the design of the 

MOOCs. 
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1 Introduction 
Although many MOOCs still adhere to the conventional classroom-teaching model, and apply a broadcasting 

model through video lectures, it is debatable whether that is the best approach in providing a sustainable 

learning environment in which the heterogeneous population of participants that are attracted to MOOCs can 

find what they want and need. At least, in the ECO project we firmly believe that another approach is 

required, in particular to suit the social and seamless type of sMOOCs that ECO promotes. 

The success of ECO sMOOCs depends on putting the learner central and making the learner responsible for 

his own learning process. The way to achieve this is supporting the learner in connecting with others and 

learning with and from others, actively contributing content in enriching the learning material and providing 

feedback to others. This is mediated by the use of web 2.0 and social media. Our aim is the creation of a 

collaborative friendly platform in an environment that is based on social interaction. 

This deliverable is mainly aiming at work package 3 and 4 to optimise the ECO MOOC platforms and the 

design of the MOOCs. 

In this deliverable we first will describe the prevailing pedagogical approach we envisage for the ECO 

sMOOCs and introduce important features of networked learning. Because networked learning is all about 

social interaction, we describe how the ECO pedagogical approach can take advantage of web 2.0 and social 

media. Many social web applications are very effective in encouraging people to become and remain active 

contributors, encouraging them to share resources and build networks and communities. Lessons can be 

learned from these popular media. Due to this popularity, social media are used in education as well.  First 

we will go into more detail about social learning. However, merely providing web 2.0 features and social 

media will not ensure that learners engage in the necessary interactions. It is important to show to the learner 

what they gain from active contribution and participation. The chapter on gamification goes into some of 

these motivational aspects. Although gamification as such is not a single social tool, it still can be considered 

to be a social medium that stimulates social learning. Before explaining some what social media are we go 

briefly into the history of the worldwide web that saw it first major change into web 2.0 with the rise of 

social media and a further development into web 3.0 with technologies connecting what people are doing on 

the worldwide web. This is followed by a description of social media and how these can be used in 

education. Furthermore we provide advice on how best to integrate the social media and web 2.0 features to 

stimulate and support the learning and teaching process, and motivate learners to engage in social 

interactions.  
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2 Characteristics of ECO sMOOCs 
The definition of a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) is open for debate. ECO has adopted the 

definition that it is an online course designed for large number of participants that can be accessed by almost 

anyone anywhere, as long as they have an internet connection, is open to everyone without entry 

qualifications and offers a full and complete course experience online for free. In our perspective, a MOOC 

includes educational content, facilitates interaction among peers, including some but limited interaction with 

academic staff, provides authentic activities and tests, including feedback with well-designed rubrics for 

peer-assessment and AI engines for the integration of massive qualitative assessment, has some kind of non-

formal recognition options and provides a study guide or syllabus.  

However, ECO doesn’t aim at regular MOOCs, but provides sMOOCs. ECO sMOOCs differ in several 

aspects from other types of MOOCs. The “s” in sMOOCs stands for social and for seamless. ECO sMOOCs 

are “social”, since they provide a learning experience marked by social interactions and participation, and 

“seamless”, since ideally they should be accessible from different platforms and through mobile devices and 

integrate with participants' real life experiences through contextualisation of content via mobile apps and 

gamifications. 

ECO pays special attention to both people in risk of social exclusion and people with visual and hearing 

disabilities. The ECO sMOOC design therefore should allow a wide spectrum of approaches and contexts, 

accounting for a variety of languages, cultures, settings, pedagogies and technologies. The learning 

environment should enable mobile access, be available from every mobile device and allow for maximum 

usability. 

ECO being a European MOOC offering, sMOOCs (and their platforms) are by definition multilingual, and 

offer the possibility of contextualized learning through mobile technologies and gamification. 

Finally, but therefore not less important, ECO sMOOCs are learner-centred and therefore apply connectivist 

and social-constructivist learning principles and situated practices to support independent learning. 

Independent learning relies on collaborative learning opportunities that are mediated through a networked 

learning strategy. The model also supports adaptive learning strategies and ubiquitous, pervasive and 

contextualized learning. 

The target audience consists of adults learning in a non-formal context. The context of reference is not the 

classroom, or the virtual class, but how people develop their learning by being part of online communities 

and networks. Hence they are referred to as learners, not students, the latter being a term from formal 

education. People participate in this learning event becoming part of a learning community, which, to some 

extent, is also a community of interests or a community of practice.  

From this definition of ECO sMOOCs, it becomes clear that the learner is central and has to take an active 

role in his learning process. Due to the high heterogeneity characteristic of MOOC participants in terms of 

competences, prior knowledge, personal motivation and goals, and also because of the non-formal, 

community-like nature of these courses, the learners are expected to take an active role in, and be responsible 

for their own learning, but also to actively engage in helping build a supporting learning community. 

Learning takes place via reflection, practice and dialogue with others. 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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Interaction takes place at various levels. It can happen with the materials and resources provided and those 

contributed and produced by participants; but also with other participants. Through these interactions 

participants appropriate content, produce own content, provide and receive feedback, all in dialogue with 

others.  

Courses should support context information and tasks by ubiquitous, pervasive and contextualized learning 

through mobile technologies. This will reinforce learner-centredness and flexibility, as well as increase the 

possibilities for interaction. 

In the next section we describe in more detail the consequences of our ECO sMOOC approach. First we 

introduce the requirements of social learning, i.e. learning through interaction and conversation with others. 

This should make clear that social learning is not something that is going to happen automatically, but needs 

to be properly designed and affordances be provided. 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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3 ECO sMOOCs: social and seamless 
The ECO sMOOCs are innovative in several ways. ECO promotes a pedagogical approach that is based on 

network learning practices, i.e. putting the learner upfront and stimulating social learning through interaction 

with other learners, active participation and contribution, engagement and communication with others. 

Furthermore, ECO sMOOCs are seamless because they build on learner’s daily experiences, benefiting from 

situations and context by the use of mobile devices, gamifications in the combination of a variety of ECO 

platforms. 

Both aspects need to be supported by the ECO platforms and therefore require features and tools that support 

social learning through a variety of interactions, communication and contributions turning the sMOOCs into 

communities. 

MOOCs are inherently online and accommodate a very heterogeneous population of participants with a large 

variety in background, educational level and learning goals. Nevertheless they need to interact with each 

other. Interaction however is not to be taken for granted, not even in an online environment that provides the 

tools. Participants will not know who else is participating, who is who and what their expertise is, and thus 

whom to turn to. Even when they do, they have to deal with the lack of non-verbal signals of face-to-face 

communication. The MOOC platforms therefore have to provide the social conditions that promote social 

interactions as well as trust formation (Berlanga, Bitter, Brouns, Sloep, & Fetter, 2011; Rusman, Van 

Bruggen, Sloep, & Koper, 2010). 

3.1 Social learning and the internet 
A lot of the learning we do is socially; we learn from and with others. Even in traditional education, in which 

the teacher tells pupils and students what to learn and what to do, the social aspects is still present. In other 

contexts, such as learning on the job, but also when learning new skills, hobby or sport we turn to others and 

we learn in a social context. In online learning situations the social context is not always obvious and 

therefore it becomes even more imperative to try to find this social environment and learn from others. When 

this context is absent, learners might become isolated to the detriment of their learning process (Sloep, 2008). 

In particular in lifelong learning situations, but also in online learning settings such as MOOCs, it becomes 

even more important to learn from others than from resources (Nardi, Whittaker, & Schwarz, 2000). The 

term social learning is used to indicate that people learn from others with the use of technology. This 

technology is mainly internet based whenever it requires people to interact and communicate, although 

offline applications are used as well of course (Brouns et al., 2011; Brown & Adler, 2008; Vassileva, 2008).  

The internet of course offers many opportunities for people to find resources, but it also can cause an 

overload in information (Walraven, Brand-gruwel, & Boshuizen, 2008). Reason the more to try to find 

suitable peers that can assist you (Sloep & Kester, 2009; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Kester, et al., 2008). That is 

something that has become very popular with the rise of social media and in particular social network sites 

that make it very easy for people to connect with other people, whether they know them or not. All kinds of 

communities can be found online, ranging from social networking sites to maintain contact with your friends, 

from communities of practice that provide support in particular domains, not only professional but also for 

example communities for parents, to question answers sites. These kind of sites have become very popular 

and are therefore very effective in connecting people, allowing them to exchange and sharing all kinds of 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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information and even to obtain new knowledge and learn by interacting with others (Wenger, 1999; Wenger, 

McDermott, & Snyder, 2002).  

Effective learning communities stimulate and promote interactions between its participants by the 

opportunities social learning technologies offer in finding the proper content and the right people (Fetter, 

Berlanga, & Sloep, 2010; Kollock, 1997; Kreijns, Kirschner, Jochems, & van Buuren, 2007; Sloep & Kester, 

2009; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Kester, et al., 2008; Wenger et al., 2002). Not only does this support traditional 

forms of learning but it also allows new social learning activities to occur (Ala-Mutka, 2010; Ala-Mutka et 

al., 2009; Brown & Adler, 2008; Vassileva, 2008)(Brouns et al., 2011). The individual not only can consume 

knowledge and information from others, but also provide it or go into discussion with others about it. 

However, even when a participant is able to locate a community, the required interactions and connections 

that are inductive to learning do not happen automatically. There are many conditions that have to be met for 

a community to become effective, more so when it pertains to a learning context (Brouns et al., 2011; 

Haythornthwaite, 2011). 

3.2 Knowledge sharing through interaction 
In a networked learning approach, the learner is put centre stage. Part of this is that the learner has to take on 

an active role, engage in interactions, communicate, exchange information, share knowledge. That is 

something that is not happening automatically. Although people are social creatures and accustomed to 

operate in communities, interactions do not occur spontaneously. Contrary to people’s behaviour in popular 

online social network sites, such as Facebook, where people have no problem sharing all kinds of 

information, gathering their network of contacts, whether those are friends, acquaintances or even people 

they are not familiar with, when it comes to more formal context such as the workplace or educational 

settings, active contributions and participation are not guaranteed to occur (Kester & Sloep, 2009; Kester, 

van Rosmalen, et al., 2007) (Brouns, Fetter, & Van Rosmalen, 2009).  

Therefore, for a networked learning situation to become effective, the settings should become like a 

community or a set of communities within a network. To do so, several conditions have to be met. Before 

participants will share knowledge and collaborate in groups or teams, the right people need to meet. Lively 

sharing of knowledge very much depends on the composition of the community or group within the 

community. Therefore the group should be heterogeneous, composed of a variety of people, such as veterans, 

newbies, lurkers, posters. Next, specific roles should be present and recognisable as such (Kester et al., 

2007). The main role of the participant is that of the learner, but the participant also needs to take on the role 

of tutor and help out other learners when needed, take on the role of content provider, adding relevant and 

value content and resources, or even act as expert on topics they are knowledgable in (Kester & Sloep, 

2009). 

Once the previous conditions are met, additional conditions have to be met to facilitate actual sharing of 

knowledge. That is, to initiate and maintain interactions participants should be accountable: participants 

should be able to recognise each other; participants should be able to see what others have done in the past; 

and it must be very likely that participants can “meet” again in near future. When people are not accountable 

they are more likely to act selfishly which negatively influences interaction and collaboration. Furthermore 

the goal has to be clear and the rules of engagement should be clear and enforced (Brouns et al., 2009; Kester 

& Sloep, 2009). 
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When these conditions are met, a so-called social space is allowed to arise. Social space is one of the factors 

that facilitate knowledge transfer. It is difficult to give a precise definition of social space. One of the 

characteristics is that it depends on trust that has been established between participants. This gives result to 

affective relationships and allow participants to feel like they belong to the group and makes for a cohesive 

group (Berlanga et al., 2008; Kester, Sloep, et al., 2007). 

3.3 Whom to collaborate with? 
Relationships and interaction between participants is key here. In this it is important that participants not 

only can connect with others and initiate interactions, but more importantly that they are enticed to do so and 

continue doing so. In this sense it is also important to whom they connect. People tend to interact most with 

people they know and others that are similar to them. They are connected through strong ties and are similar 

in background, move in the same social context, but also share similar knowledge . The opportunity to learn 

new things, gain new knowledge is higher from those we do not know or not as well (Nardi et al., 2000; 

Plickert, Côté, & Wellman, 2007). This phenomenon is described as the strength of weak ties (Granovetter, 

1973; Levin & Cross, 2004). Once it comes to knowledge construction and creation, weak ties become 

important. It also seems that people connected through weak ties communicate and interact via fewer media 

than people with strong ties who used a variety of media. The choice of medium did not seem to be one 

suitable for the task but set by the environment, e.g. as provided by the teacher (Haythornthwaite, 2011). 

Collaboration through connecting and interacting with others becomes an important aspect of the learning 

process, not only for knowledge gain, but also for knowledge construction. As Stahl (Stahl, 2006) puts it, it 

starts with the learner realising that he needs support in understanding or internalising new knowledge. The 

learner then needs to externalise his need for support and make it known to others. Other learners then can 

support and they can jointly arrive at a solution. In the process new knowledge is created and laid down that 

should be made available to the learning community for others to benefit from. This process is known as 

social knowledge building. Important aspects of this process include the opportunity to problematize the 

issue, to make it known to others, find the most suitable peers to interact with, collaboration and 

communication facilities to jointly clarify, negotiate perspectives and arrive at a solution, artefact or new 

knowledge that is formalised and made available. 

Like many studies on collaborative learning have shown, fruitful and effective collaboration depends on 

several conditions. Collaboration should not be sought for simple tasks as the overhead of collaboration will 

be detrimental. For complex tasks collaboration can bring several advantages and increase performance. 

Learners can share the task and make use of each other’s knowledge. The collaborative processes might even 

result in increased performance, in the sense that two know more than one (Hsiao, Brouns, Kester, & Sloep, 

2011). One form of collaboration is peer tutoring. Topping (1996) defined peer tutoring as people from 

similar social groupings who are not professional teachers, helping each other to learn, and learning 

themselves by teaching. Peer tutoring is being used education to stimulate learners to discuss their learning 

and negotiate meaning with each other. Like other collaborative process, peer tutoring is an instructional 

method in which learners take turns in acting as learner and as tutor to enhance knowledge sharing. It 

includes instructions as to the role tasks as well as structures to guide the interaction (King, 2002; Topping, 

2005) (Dillenbourg, 1999). 
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Again this comes down to finding the most suitable person to interact with and structures and guidelines as 

to how the interaction should be structured. Group size matters, but is not as relevant as group composition. 

The group should be small enough to keep track of each other’s actions, and to hold participants accountable, 

but still large enough and in particular varied enough to stimulate discussion and interaction. There is no 

golden rule to this, as group size and in particular group composition very much depends on the goal to be 

obtained. Sometimes groups need to be heterogeneous to spark lively communication. Groups usually need 

to be balanced across knowledge, personality and preferences (Spoelstra, Van Rosmalen, & Sloep, 2014; 

Spoelstra, Van Rosmalen, Van de Vrie, Obreza, & Sloep, 2013). And to promote learning, groups 

participants should possess complimentary knowledge and when the maximum distance in knowledge 

remains in the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978). 

In smaller groups or in situations where peer tutoring and peer feedback are applied, the characteristics of the 

participant taking on the role of tutor becomes important. After all, the tutor should be capable to take on that 

role, be able to provide meaningful feedback, but of course also has domain knowledge. Studies on this are 

inconclusive, but the general trend seems to be that tutoring abilities and feedback skills are more important 

than content knowledge (Hsiao, Brouns, Van Bruggen, & Sloep, 2012). However, assessing tutoring skills is 

hard to do. In absence of such measures, studies showed that selecting peer participants based on content 

knowledge, combined with indicators of availability and past workload resulted in better and faster answers 

given (de Bakker, 2010; De Bakker, van Bruggen, Sloep, & Jochems, 2011; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Kester, et 

al., 2008; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Brouns, et al., 2008). 

In an online networked learning context it can also matter what position the learner has in the network, 

although there is not one preferred network structure. Again, that very much depends on the objectives. 

Networks can have participants with many connections. These are known as hubs. A lot of information is 

passed on in the network via these hubs. In that sense they are powerful (Sie, Drachsler, Bitter-Rijpkema, & 

Sloep, 2012), might know a lot, but also can be put under a pressure when all information has to be passed 

on by them. Moreover, the network might fall apart when these type of participants leave the network.  

As can be gleaned from the previous sections, learning very much depends on interaction with other people. 

It is something that happens throughout our daily life. The establishment and in particular the maintenance of 

the relations that are required for these interactions require trust to be built between participants (Rusman et 

al., 2010; Rusman, Van Bruggen, Sloep, Valcke, & Koper, 2012). In face-to-face situation all kinds signals 

and non-verbal languages are used in this process. These signals are missing in online situations, making it 

even more paramount that any online environment provides those features and settings that scaffold 

interactions. 

3.4 Guidelines for sustainable communities 

3.4.1 Presence and contributions 
It is important that the learner has a consistent and persistent identity to ensure that they can be recognised. 

Learners should create and develop their presence so that others can get a good impression on who they are 

and what their expertise is. Presence is construed of static data, e.g. profile, but more still by their behaviour 

and actions in the learning environment. To facilitate creation of a profile, a template should be available that 

allows learners not only to provide the conventional demographic data, but more importantly context 
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information, communication style preferences and learning ambitions. It allows others to recognise the 

learner and serves as a means to start interaction (Brouns et al., 2007). A historical record of activities should 

be maintained and available for others to peruse.  

It should be possible to create a list of contacts, allowing a variety of contacts, such as peers, teachers, tutor, 

friends, colleagues, etc. A visual representation of the connections between contacts facilitates exchange and 

interaction. Moreover, learners should be able to create groups or (sub) communities to foster interaction and 

knowledge sharing (Berlanga, Rusman, Bitter-Rijpkema, & Sloep, 2009). 

Despite the importance of this presence and profile information, the learner, as the owner, should be able to 

decide what information is made available to whom. 

3.4.2 Facilitate interaction and knowledge construction 
Learners should be able to comment on each other’s resources and profiles, recommend learning activities, 

resources or even persons, or share favourite learning activities and relevant resources. The next step on from 

informing each other is joint knowledge creation. Participants should develop a common ground first which 

requires tools and support to elicit ideas and argumentation and reduce miscommunication. 

3.4.3 Facilitate classification and evaluation 
Learners need to be able to tag and rate all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts so that they can 

classify, explore, organise and evaluate both their own contributions and those of others.  

3.5 Seamless learning 
Seamless learning is learning that crosses boundaries, real life boundaries as well as conceptual and 

integrates learning experiences across dimensions, such as formal and informal learning context, social 

learning versus individual learning, online versus face-to-face. A seamless learning experience is one that 

exists transversally and synchronously in various learning environments (physical or virtual), platforms, 

networks, media formats and contexts in a natural and continuous way. That is, the learner experiences and 

develops his learning activity as a continuous event, even when it happens in multiple and varied formats and 

platforms. One of the more precise definitions of this relevant concept for Ubiquitous and Mobile Learning is 

the one proposed by Wong (2015) for the National Institute of Education of Singapore: 

“Seamless learning is a learning notion that emphasises the bridging of different learning efforts 

across a variety of learning settings (such as formal and informal learning, individual and social 

learning, and learning in physical and digital realms) [in order] to assist individual students in 

carrying out cross-space learning on a 24x7 basis.” 

ECO sMOOCs pedagogical model is designed to integrate different platforms (OpenMOOC, ARLearn, 

iMOOC, edX, etc.), in-platform and external social networks, texts, multimedia resources, web 2.0 

communication tools, (blogs, microblogs, wikis, geolocation), devices (laptops, tablets, smartphones, etc.) 

and learning opportunities in a way that feels continuous and natural for the learners. 
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The advances in mobile devices and with that mobile learning provide impetus to seamless learning. 

Seamless learning is also seen as way of learning in which learners easily can switch contexts or scenarios in 

which the personal mobile device provides the technological interface (Wong & Looi, 2011). Seamless 

learning as concept is not new. Seamless learning is about stimulating learners to take advance of learning 

resources, not only in the classroom but also elsewhere. Its principles can already be seen in many 

pedagogical approaches, such as social-constructivism, competence-based learning, and any approaches that 

are based on the principle that learners learn by being active, performing authentic and realistic activities in 

real-life situations, simulated or not. The 4C/ID model (Van Merriënboer, Bastiaens, & Hoogveld, 2004) is 

one of the didactical models that is successful in implementing this approach. Even social learning is a form 

of seamless learning as it takes the learner from the defined educational context to their social network and 

communities as are form of collaboration. These approaches are all covered by the pedagogical framework 

that has been described in D2.2. 

The advancement of mobile devices offers new impetus to seamless learning, as it makes crossing 

boundaries even more obvious. Learners now really have the opportunity to learn wherever they are, but also 

to make use of the environment in which they are at that moment. The mobile device becomes a medium that 

provides affordances that otherwise can be hard to accomplish and learning becomes “learning anytime, 

anywhere”. And that ties in with the open dimension of MOOCs. 

Because most mobile devices are equipped with a photo camera, learners can easily create pictures and 

upload these. Combined with RFID, QR codes and semacodes advanced activities can be designed. Learners 

can easily document what they are doing with these features, such as pictures, but also audio and video 

recording. These can be used to demonstrate knowledge gain, development of skills, etc. (Tabuenca, et al., 

2012). Use of semacodes allows contextualising of actions because both social and physical context 

information can be added to whatever the learner is doing at this moment, e.g. blogging about a painting in a 

museum (De Jong, Specht, & Koper, 2007, October, 18-20). Another example of contextualisation of 

learning activities is provided by the MACE project
1
. The MACE project was an early attempt to provide 

open educational resources (OER, a predecessor of today’s MOOC approach) in the field of architecture, a 

repository on architectural learning objects that were enhanced with real life metadata gathered by learners 

and participants actually at the location. This approach enables learners to engage in the learning process 

immediately (Stefaner et al., 2010). 

It allows also mechanisms for learners to find others to share and exchange with. For example, Huang et al. 

(2010) proposed a model to detect learning patters based on social bookmarking tags assigned to any object 

in order to build community of practices around these.  

More advanced activities can be implemented through serious games and augmented reality, such as can be 

offered through the ARLearn platform (Ternier, et al., 2012) that is part of the ECO suite. These 

opportunities offered by serious games and mobile apps can enrich the course experience, allowing learners 

to engage in realistic exercises. Although there still seems to be some debate on the value of games in 

education, positive effects are found (Melero, Hernández-Leo, & Manatunga, 2015). 

Gamification is not necessarily limited to serious games and apps. Gamification aspects can be added to 

make activities more enticing or more interesting, but also to motivate learners (Simões et al, 2013; Raymer 

                                                      

1
 http://mace-project.eu 
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et al, 2011; Muntean, 2011; Kapp 2012). There are many examples of online exercises that add a playful 

element, for example to learn how to add and subtract for primary school children, up to online multiplayer 

games. Other ways to promote motivation is by the provision of karma and reputation systems and badges. 

These all contribute towards the uptake of participants of seamless learning opportunity. The motivational 

aspects of gamification are elaborated in chapter 5. 
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4 Consequences for course design and teaching 
Due to the numbers of learners participating in MOOCs it is impossible for teachers to provide attention to 

individual learners. Therefore the design of the MOOC need to take care of this and provide alternatives for 

those teacher-learner interactions that are common in other forms of education and learning. Although the 

ECO pedagogical framework recommends using a team of tutors to assist the teachers, there is only so much 

they can do. Instead it is important that learners are stimulated to interact with others, but are also involved in 

providing feedback to each other. In addition the course designer has to make use of the opportunities that 

authentic, challenging activities and gamification can offer. 

4.1 Collaboration and peer feedback 
Collaboration, peer feedback and peer tutoring are all common educational approaches, because they have 

positive effects on learning (Dillenbourg & Schneider, 1995; Yang, Yeh, & Wong, 2010). In online learning 

situations these forms of peer involvement are even more important. It allows for more timely feedback, it 

connects learners, can prevent isolation, give learners a sense of belonging, but also can have positive effects 

on learning. Most studies even provide a larger effect on those that take on the role of tutor and attribute that 

to ‘explaining is learning twice’. However, peer feedback is a challenging task for learners and they need 

proper support in conducting this process (Boud, Cohen, & Sampson, 1999; Ertmer et al., 2007). Peer 

feedback, tutoring and assessment requires a structure to guide the process to ensure that to be assessed 

products are delivered to suitable and eligible peers. In the context of MOOC this can cause additional 

challenges, due to the heterogeneity of the learner population, but also because learners progress at different 

pace. Recently new approaches are investigated that make use of advanced technologies and modelling 

(Piech et al., 2013). 

But also other kinds of peer support such as question-answer services can reduce teacher load. When proper 

structures are provided that match the learner’s questions to the profiles of other participants, these can 

become valuable services. These services bring the learner into contact with other learners that have been 

selected and therefore are likely to better equipped in providing valuable answers. The invited learner also is 

more likely to respond when knowing that they have been selected. Moreover, these kind of services have 

advantages at two levels. The immediate level of course is providing support to a learner who has a particular 

learning need or question. A further advance lies in the ad hoc formation of these smaller groups of learners. 

That should assist them to get a feel of the network and communities participating in the MOOC and get 

them involved and engaged (de Bakker, 2010; De Bakker et al., 2011; Hsiao et al., 2011; Sloep & Kester, 

2009; Sloep, 2009; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Kester, et al., 2008; van Rosmalen, Sloep, Brouns, et al., 2008). 

Gamification of learning activities is another way to entice learners to become active. This can be achieved 

by simple activities, but also be implemented in more advanced games. Because feedback can be built into 

these games, it takes away some of the effort and load of the teacher. 

4.2 Reflection 
Only for the sake of completeness we remark here that there are of course other type of applications, tools 

and approaches and tooling that promote the social aspects that are required in networked learning 

environments. Some of these can be arrived at with social media, others require a combination of tools or 
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even more sophisticated technology such as natural language processing. Amongst those are tools and 

approaches that support creativity, such as mindmaps, or collaborative creativity strategies.  

Other tools allow learners to monitor their own progress and reflect on it. Portfolios can play a role in this 

(García-Peñalvo et al., 2013; Garrett, 2001). A conventional portfolio can be seen as a store of achievements, 

but can also become part of the learning process. A reflection portfolio is in particular effective to make 

learners aware of their learning process or assist the learner in reflecting on and monitoring of his learning 

behaviour (Kicken, Brand-Gruwel, Merriënboer, & Slot, 2009). A reflection portfolio allows learners to 

reflect on their learning process in various ways such as actively collecting and attributing learning activities 

and evidence to competences and writing reflections on past activities and attained competences (Brouns, 

Vogten, Janssen, & Finders, 2014). A simple reflection portfolio could be based on blogs and comments on 

blogs to assist learners to reflect on their learning process.  

Concept-maps of concepts and topics discussed by learners can provide an good measure of comprehension 

and progress, in particular when the concept map is compared against the ‘golden rule’ set by the course 

designer, or even the aggregated map of previous cohorts (Sloep et al., 2012). Textual analysis of discussion 

post, or even micro-blogging posts such as twitter, or tag-clouds can give good predictions of topics being 

discussed but can also provide insight in knowledge gained (Cress & Held, 2013). In absence of more 

sophisticated tools, Wordle and tag-clouds can be used. 
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5 Gamification, incentives and motivation 
As presented in the Deliverable D2.2 "Instructional design and scenarios for MOOCs”, the implementation 

of gamification in learning environments, that is, the use of game and entertainment elements for learning 

purposes, has been proven to strengthen learner motivation and engagement to the learning experience.  

Gamification strategies of ECO MOOCs should focus on harnessing the motivational capability of games in 

order to empower learner participation, communication, engagement and achievements. However, research 

suggests that using extrinsic rewards as only gamification strategy can hinder self-reported interest in the 

learning experience (Bielik, 2012). At the same time, studies on badge systems suggest these negative results 

are directly attributable to the poor design of the reward strategy itself (Antin & Churchill, 2011; Bielik, 

2012). 

Social and Educational Psychology has proposed powerful models of motivation that are of special relevance 

when designing gamification strategies in online learning environments. Assuming that motivation is 

demonstrated by the individual’s choice to engage in an activity and the intensity of effort or persistence in 

that activity (Garris et al., 2002), current psychological and pedagogical models propose that there are two 

categories that determine the learner’s motivation to learn: extrinsic and intrinsic motivation. At the same 

time, the social aspect of multiplayer games, in which competition, cooperation and social interaction 

directly affect the player-learner’s motivation and behavior, is of special interest for the implementation of 

game mechanics in communities of learning. 

Hence, a successful gamification methodology should be able to appeal to all three categories, using extrinsic 

rewards (levels, karma points, badges) to promote engagement while trying to raise feelings of achieving 

mastery, autonomy, community and sense of belonging (Muntean, 2011).   

To that mean, we present a brief review of the main educational and psychological models for motivation in 

education, covering extrinsic, intrinsic and social motivation in the context of learning gamification: 

Intrinsic                                  Social                                Extrinsic 

 

Needs-based Social-based Rewards-based 

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs 

 

Need achievement theory 

 

Goal setting theory 

 

Self-efficacy theory 

Social comparison 

 

Personal investment theory 

Expectancy value theory 

 

Skinnerian reinforcement 

Figure 1: Models of motivation in games (based on Ryan & Deci, 2000b and Vassileva, 2012) 
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● Needs-based Theories (intrinsic motivation): 

○ Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Badges and Levels): According to psychologist Abraham 

Maslow, human motivation is driven by the desire to satisfy physical and psychological 

needs. Physiological needs and needs for safety must by satisfied before progressing to more 

complex needs such as self-esteem, desire for belongingness and self-actualization. That is, 

basic needs are produced by deficiencies while complex needs are produced by the desire of 

incentives and positive goals. From a gamification learning point of view, basic needs would 

include the understanding of the basic rules of the game-course and information on the 

existing rewards. Once knowing that “winning” and having a reward is possible, there is a 

need to feel good by winning -self-esteem. As learners progress, they need greater 

challenges and aesthetic goals (graphics, visual effects) to satisfy the desire of mastering the 

learning-game. This should be carefully taken into account when designing badges and level 

systems, by correctly linking appropriate learning and interaction behaviors to the rewards. 

○ Need Achievement Theory (Achievement systems and Bank of Challenges): Achievement 

behavior is directed at developing or demonstrating, to self or to others, high rather than low 

ability (Atkinson & Litwin, 1960; Nicholls, 1984). In achievement situations, learners desire 

success to the extent that it indicates high ability and avoid failure (a signal of low ability). 

People with high motivation to succeed prefer tasks of intermediate difficulty, while the 

motive to avoid failure encourages learners to chose very simple or very difficult tasks 

(Atkinson & Litwin, 1960). Achievement systems encourage progress and monitor 

performance, serving as reward structures that provide additional goals for players 

encouraging friendly comparison among users. Hence, achievement systems in MOOCs 

should offer different paths to different users, being easy, difficult, surprising, funny, 

accomplished alone or as a group. 

● Social based theories (social motivation): 

○ Social Comparison Theory (Karma, Levels, points, badges): Presented by Festinger 

(Festinger, 1954), it proposes that an important source of knowledge about oneself is 

comparisons with other people. According to Festinger, people compare themselves with 

similar others (peers) and wish to continually improve their abilities, striving toward a better 

position than that of others they compare to. As some games display feedback of others’ 

performance, karma points, levels and badges function as tools of social comparison that 

encourage continuous improvement towards higher rewards. 

○ Personal Investment Theory (Badges): It focused on the cognitive, emotional and personal 

aspects of motivation. Each learner’s ability to give personal meaning to learning 

experiences and interactions change the way they perceive the success of their participation 

and effort. This implies that a number of different badges have to be designed in order to 

account for the different personal motivation styles of the learners: social incentives for 

affiliation, communication and solidarity for others, incentives for goal-orientedness, 

accounting for different learning styles, etc. 
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● Rewards-Based Theories (extrinsic motivation): 

○ Expectancy Value Theory (certification, badges): The theory proposes that personal 

expectancies and values influence achievement choices, persistence, effort and performance. 

Hence, the effects of reinforcement depend in part on whether the person perceives the 

reward as a contingent on behavior or independent on it. This implies that learners have to 

expect the reward (the have to know that the reward exists beforehand), that they have to 

feel that they have some control over it (the must be able to chose which achievements and 

badges they want to get, and have a personalized and “custom” badge profile) and that it has 

to be clearly linked to the behavior that is being rewarded: delays on badging, incorrect point 

or progress bar updating, unclear information about the final certification of the course, etc., 

can harm motivation. 

○ Skinnerian Principle of Partial Reinforcement (points, badges). Behaviorist Burrhus F. 

Skinner noted that continuous reinforcement establishes desired behaviors quicker than 

partial reinforcement but, once the continuous reinforcement is removed, the desired 

behavior extinguishes quickly. On the other hand, occasional reinforcement of behaviors 

leads to a greater persistence to extinction than continuous reinforcement. While using 

Skinnerian methods to achieve motivation is not a guarantee of improving learning 

outcomes, this principle should be considered when designing the moments when the 

reinforcements (points, badges, certificates) are given to the learners. If everything they do is 

rewarded, rewards will lost their potential. On the other hand, if they are rarely rewarded, 

they will never be motivated to obtain the reward. A balance must be found between both 

tendencies. 

 

Additionally, we should take into account the potential of social interaction and communication as a very 

powerful incentive by itself. The higher the feeling of belonging, connectedness, feedback, interaction and 

community, the higher learners will be motivated to continue progressing through the social networked 

course. 

As previously reported, ECO sMOOC model propose different gamification strategies in order to strengthen 

all motivation possibilities in a social networking environment. Some of the main strategies to be 

implemented, are: 

● Badges: A wide catalogue of badges should made available for the learners to earn. It is 

recommended that the whole badge catalogue is made visible to the learners from the beginning, so 

they know exactly what they have to do to earn each badge. “Badge-specialization trees”, in which a 

particular badge must be earn in order to access the possibility of earning a family of related badges, 

should be considered as a possibility to encourage different user roles. Badges should account for all 

desired learning and communication actions that the course designers want to encourage, but it is 

important to badge both aspects: interaction amongst users (e.g. high number of comments, positive 

forum comments karma) and learning outcomes (e.g. assessing peer artifacts, completing learning 

units, etc.). 
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● Bank of challenges and achievement system: Similarly, achievements and challenges should provide 

additional opportunities for learners to exercise intrinsic motivation by being visible from the 

beginning of the course. All achievements and challenges shouldn’t have to be mandatory for course 

completion: on the contrary, they should be proposed to empower participants to challenge 

themselves and engage further in the interaction opportunities and course progress. The 

implementation of “shadow achievements” -achievements that are secret, surprising and not visible 

to the learners from the beginning of the course- could be tried by course designers as a way of 

implementing partial reinforcement strategies. 

● Points and levels: A style of karma gamification, users should be able to earn points (or % of 

progress) by progressing through the course or by interacting with each other in a meaningful way. 

Points should be always visible in the user’s dashboard or profile. The use of levels (different status 

of progress, eg.: beginner, initiate, master) and the use of a traditional “game leaderboard” (in which 

users can see peers who have the most points) could encourage friendly competition and 

engagement. 

● Karma: A very powerful strategy to encourage user interaction and collaboration, should be 

implemented in the forum system and have influence on the overall point and badge system. Karma 

systems which allow the organization of thread posts’ by the karma each comment has gained, and 

which give users the opportunity to autonomously reward good interactions (e.g.: upvotes or likes 

for high quality or helpful comments) and penalize non-valuable interactions (e.g.: downvotes for 

bad comments)have been proven to optimize learner collaboration, community self-moderation and 

to multiply user interactions (see www.reddit.com board model for a good practice of an upvote-

downvote karma based forum interaction). Additionally, karma points should not limit themselves to 

forum communications, but also exist in the interactions on the central activity feed. Both points and 

karma should be balanced (they could be merged) and affect the learners final course grade. 

● Advanced gamification strategies: Some additional gamification strategies should be considered as 

motivation triggers, as they are possible to implement on some of ECO’s platforms:  

○ Story mode: Gamification allows course designers to create new learning narratives that 

distance themselves from the traditional course formats of units and contents, introducing 

role and adventure gaming narratives to the learning experience: contents and tasks could 

appear in the progress of a quest, during which learners have to interact to make it advance. 

○ Avatars: The possibility of customizing the user’s appearance and profile has been proven to 

improve learners identification with the learning experience by giving them personal 

identities in a community. 

○ Student roles: In a fully developed sMOOC, learners should be able to transcend the 

traditional division between teaching and learning roles. Some learners could become 

mediators, curators, assessors, moderators and assume a role of actively engaged participant 

that is behaviourally indistinguishable from the teaching staff. This could be encouraged by 

allowing users to adopt different participation roles by selecting them in their profiles. 
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Motivation theory Incentives/rewards Role 

Self-efficacy Progress bar Feedback, achievements 

Self-efficacy, 

goal setting, Personal 

investment, 

expectancy value, need 

achievement 

Points 

Levels 

Mini games/challenges/quests 

Achievements 

Karma 

Feedback, reward, status, 

achievements, competition, 

progression, ownership 

Self efficacy, goal-setting, 

Personal investment, expectancy 

value, social comparison 

Badges 

Levels 

Leaderboard 

Avatar 

Student roles 

Status and reputation, 

achievements and past 

accomplishments, collaboration, 

competition, ownership, self 

expression 

Figure 2: Theoretical motivation base of incentives and rewards 

 

ECO MOOC courses developed in OpenMOOC include gamification as a central part of their accreditation 

system, which offers the learners three opportunities of certification: 

 Progress bar: A progress bar is visible to all students during the course. Course designers can assign 

percentages of completion for each unit and activity, so users can monitor their progress in a 

motivational way. 

 Achievement/badges system and basic certification (Certificate of course completion):  Course 

designers can assign different badges that are offered to the students as a reward for completing 

certain learning tasks. Users earn badges by completing certain units or doing certain activities, and 

different badges are awarded depending on the grade that the learners obtain (basic badges for 

average grades, advanced badges for high grades). Once the learners obtain a certain number of basic 

badges/achievements they can opt to get a non-academic but official certificate of successful course 

completion. 

 Academic and official course certificates can be obtained by achieving all the basic badges for one 

course and doing a formal exam at UNED.  

 A level/karma system is being implemented for the second and third editions of ECO MOOCs, and it 

is proposed that different user karma and overall points would get learners different non-academic 

course completion certificates: basic, advanced, etc. 
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6 Social and seamless learning in relation to web 2.0 and social media 
In the chapter above we have detailed the conditions that are required when an online learning environment 

has to support and maintain interactions and relations between its participants. Nevertheless, these conditions 

are pre-conditions, preparing the stage. To become effective, the social media and tools have to be embedded 

into the pedagogical design, because simply providing the means to instigate and maintain social interactions 

such social media and tools does not guarantee that participants will use them. Many MOOC platforms offer 

forums, and at first instance it seems that they are used heavily because there are quite some messages. 

However, recent studies showed that only 3-10% of participants tend to use the forums or other social media 

that are being made available. It seems that participants who go for certification tend to make more use of 

forums and social media than those participants who don’t earn a certificate. This strengthens our 

argumentation that the social media should be integral part of the course activities. Recent studies indicate 

that this can result in a higher use of social media and increased changes of completion (Alario-Hoyos, 

Perez-Sanagustin, Delgado-Kloos, Parada G, & Munoz-Organero, 2014; Huang, Dasgupta, Ghosh, Manning, 

& Sanders, 2014).  

Before we go and describe some relevant social media into more detail, we briefly give a history of the 

development of the worldwide web to make the clear what effect the rise of social media had in changing the 

worldwide web into web 2.0. Although there will be some mention of social media in this section, a more 

detailed description of social media will be given in the next section. The development did not stop with web 

2.0, but continued into what now is called web 3.0 with the new technologies to connect the social activities 

of users of web 2.0. After this historical overview we describe social media and indicate what tools can be 

put to use for some purposes that are useful in learning situations such as MOOCs.  

6.1 World wide web 
With high velocity the World Wide Web is changing the world. Since only 20 years it continually delivers 

benefits to billions of users with hitherto unknown techniques and methods. To structure the set of methods 

in its historical appearance, consecutive numbering has been associated (Web 1.0, 2.0, 3.0). This might give 

the impression that the development process is similar to the releases of computer software. This chapter 

briefly describes the different development stages of the world wide web. 

6.1.1 Web 1.0 
In the 1980s the Internet was established in the United States financed by the Department of Defence. 

Transport protocols, like the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or the Internet Protocol (IP), have been 

created as well as application protocols, like Telnet for remote access to a host as terminal, the Simple Mail 

Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for the exchange of electronic mails and the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for 

transferring files. The source code of this particular software was handed over into the public domain as 

usual, because of federal laws in the United States. This enabled a quick spread over US universities 

especially because it was included in the source code of Berkley Software Distribution (BSD) Unix operating 

system (followed by Linux), which was also freely available as open source as it is called nowadays. 

In the early 1990s, Sir Tim Berners-Lee created the World Wide Web for his work at the European 

Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) to disseminate information in a distributed way. Hyperlinks 

could be included in online texts, which lead the reader to texts at other locations. This was possible by the 
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usage of the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) and the Hyper Text Transport Protocol (HTTP). Back 

then, Web pages have been static and mostly text based, until Marc Andreesen, the founder of the later 

Netscape, developed the NCSA Mosaic Browser, which enabled the use of graphics inside the text. This 

early Web 1.0 started the breakthrough of Internet usage in academics, public service and business. 

6.1.2 Web 2.0  
In 2003 the term Web 2.0 was introduced in an article of the CIO magazine and even more spread within an 

article of Tim O'Reilly, "What is Web 2.0", in September 2005 (O'Reilly, 2005). It was a reaction to the 

tremendous evolution of the web and the revolution in business. The following tag cloud shows items, which 

were associated with Web 2.0. Some of the concepts from the tag cloud will be briefly presented below to 

illustrate their impacts. We will come back on these in the social media chapter. 

 
Figure 3: A tag cloud representing concepts that are associated with web 2.02 

 

Blogs (short for Weblog) came up, where dedicated content management software (e.g. the Open Source 

WordPress) made it easy to publish texts in a far more attractive layout than simple HTML. Tags could be 

attached to texts so that a simple taxonomy could be established which is necessary to make texts searchable 

on a Meta Layer and not only by full text search. If tags are created in collaboration from a team, it is called 

folksonomy (instead of taxonomy). The tag cloud itself is an example of a standard feature of WordPress. 

Hereby, the size of the expression is correlating with the number of counts of how often the tag is used. 

Audio and video can easily be integrated e.g. within a frame and deep linked. That means, that data must not 

reside on the same host. One of the most popular applications for video sharing is YouTube (now owned by 

Google). Here videos can be uploaded in different formats and can be streamed or downloaded for free by 

                                                      

2
 Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. (2007, January 2). Retrieved from 
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using the standard YouTube website. It also can be embedded into sites via web links. By integration of 

advertisements, an interesting business model for popular videos has been created. 

Wikis are some kind of social software, where groups of people with shared interests can work together for 

recording knowledge. Best example is the free Wikipedia, where thousands of authors establish an online 

encyclopaedia, which leaves the traditional paper based ones redundant. 

If the material is under free license, like the Creative Commons set (CC) or is free of copyright like material 

in the public domain, than it can easily be remixed for specific purposes. 

Social media as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter or WhatsApp, which are for free for the user became 

extremely popular in the late 2000s and in the early 2010s. Their usability is very easy addressing a large 

part of the population. 

Beyond the development of applications, the following timeline shows also technical standards and 

techniques, which enabled a wider range of applications: 

 RSS (Rich Site Summary (RSS) to publish summarized text and metadata (e.g. authors name, date). 

 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) uses XML ( (SOAP) to exchange information sets written in 

the Extensible Markup Language) information sets and (XML) using e.g. HTTP or SMTP foras 

transport protocol. It is used for web services allowing development of applications that make use of 

social media. 

 AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript and XML (AJAX) to create asynchronous web applications. 

 
Figure 4: Buzzwords in the Web 2.0 context3 

 

During the evolution of Web 2.0, new business models came up. They were partly disruptive. 

Wikipedia abandoned the market place for classical encyclopaedias 

Crowdfunding came up which made the development of new applications more independent of traditional 

ways of funding from banks or even venture capital. 

                                                      

3
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Freemium (free and premium) price models emerged: Some part of the service the user can use for free and 

some premium features have to be paid. In Google Maps e.g. 25,000 map loads a day are free for customized 

maps. Furthermore the provider of the map (not the user!) has to pay a fee. These freemium models are now 

widely disseminated. 

6.1.3 Web 3.0  
The latest stage of evolution of the web is called Web 3.0. There are different interpretations of this number

4
: 

 Web 3.0 - is a semantic web (Berners-Lee, 2006) 

 Web 3.0 - The one without the boundaries between professionals and amateurs (Jerry Yang, Founder 

of Yahoo, 2006)3 

 Web 3.0 - is a personal choice of Web content (Robert Scoble, Blogger, 2007) 3 

 Web 3.0 - the convergence of real and the virtual world (Smart, 2010) 

 Web 3.0 - is a mobile Web (Jamison, 2012) 

Those statements represent different views of the actual evolutionary stage of the web, which can coexist 

without negative interference. What do the views mean? 

 Semantic web 

Tim Berners-Lee was one of the first who saw that above the layers of identifiers, character sets and 

syntax the meaning of text could become more and more accessible to automatic processing by 

machines. Therefore it is necessary to define taxonomies and set them in an ontological context. Proof 

and trust are necessary for a human being to have confidence in the applications. The first steps towards 

this development came from the artificial intelligence research. But today, with all the recent 

developments in the Web, these things get nearer to reality. If someone searches by using a search 

engine, the question is why he or she may find something relevant. Is it due to the algorithms of the 

specific search engine or does it depend on tags of the content provider in a defined taxonomy embedded 

in a particular ontology? This is the field of the semantic web, which layers are shown in Figure 5. 

                                                      

4
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Figure 5: The semantic web stack5 

 No boundaries between professionals and amateurs 

Technical progress breaks down barriers. Where in former times specialised professionals were required 

to carry out content related services, nowadays even amateurs can easily do so. Text programs allow 

producing HTML code in so called “What you see is what you get” mode (WYSIWYG), with which 

programming skills to develop web sites are not needed or content management systems like WordPress 

are available for free and are easy to use to create blogs. 

 Personal choice of Web content 

In social media software there are the most views of personalized content. In Twitter you can see the 

posted content of every user. Moreover you can get automatically notified for the users you are explicitly 

following. Facebook can also be customised in this way. Google News for example lets you choice 

language and category of the content you want so see without having any relation to persons. More and 

more users are expecting more control over what they want to see or receive. 

 Convergence of real and the virtual world 

Not only men are communicating through networks and devices, but also machines can have 

communications between themselves. In power grids the power stations can advise times for low prices 

to high consuming machines at home (washing machine, dishwasher etc. empowered by smart metering). 

Driverless cars are to be seen right now in California. But also a TV live stream of events to thousands of 

users has become a commodity. Lectures can be streamed to millions of watchers around the world. 

 The mobile web 

The smart phone evolution enables users to receive content wherever they are. But not only receiving but 

also producing and uploading (text, photos, videos, audio recordings) together with additional 

geographic coordinates became possible from under way. 

  
                                                      

5
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7 What are social media? 
Who has not heard of Facebook, come across Whatsapp, or has watched videos on Youtube or similar sites? 

These applications are gathered under the term social media and have become integral part of daily life; 

something we can’t seem to go without any longer.  

In this chapter we will describe the value of social media for learning situations, how social media relate to 

learning environments and go into the value of social media for the ECO sMOOCs. We will start by defining 

what social media are, how social media are being used, what the main tools are that have more relevance in 

the learning market and how they could be used in the ECO project in order to support the different roles of 

the participants that participate in a sMOOC learning environment. 

Wikipedia
6
 defines social media as “computer-mediated tools that allow people to create, share or exchange 

information, ideas, and pictures/videos in virtual communities and networks”.  Social media are online 

media, available through the worldwide web that includes sites such as forums, blogs, wikis and social 

networking tools. 

In the last years they are integrated not only in web-based technologies, but also in mobile technology. The 

content type contributions are not restricted to text, but also could include images, audio and video and be 

interactive. 

Therefore the powerful that all these mechanisms could bring have changed the way people live and stay. 

Something that was impossible in the past had become natural in our daily lives. Now it’s possible to 

publish/include comments, share, modify and even co-create contents in almost all media publishing. In the 

past, we only were readers or viewers. Now we also could be a part of, participating, giving opinions, 

sharing. This revolution change the way people interact in the society opening new channels of discussion 

and sharing all over the world. 

As we are going to see, the concept of social media is based on several different tools that could allow 

different types of interactions. It is not so easy to categories social media according to the features. Usually 

they are used to communicate, to content production, to collaborate and to establish an online identity. 

According to the main uses, we could organize them as: 

 Social networking – for establishing and building online relationships with others. 

 Micro-sharing– for sending, receiving and replying to short messages with others, in real-time. 

 Social bookmarking – for storing and sharing web links. 

 File-sharing – for saving and/or sharing files in all formats: pictures, videos, audio, podcasts, 

presentations, documents, screencasts, etc. 

 Communication tools – for communicating in various synchronous and asynchronous ways. 

 Collaboration tools – for working collaboratively with others to co-create documents, presentations, 

mindmaps, etc. 

 Content creation tools - for writing text and content online. 

 RSS – Really Simple Syndication – for subscribing to blog and other web news feeds. 

                                                      

6
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This list indicates to what purpose common social media tools are being used. Below we illustrate some of 

the functions by describing types of social media tools. 

Forums – A web forum, or message board, is an online discussion tool, integrated in a website, in a 

community, in formal or informal learning environments, where people can hold conversations in the form of 

posted messages. Depending on the access and permissions level of a user or the forum set-up, a posted 

message might need to be approved by a moderator before it becomes visible. 

Usually, a forum is hierarchical or tree-like in structure: a forum can contain a number of subforums, each of 

which may have several topics. 

Within a forum's topic, each new discussion started is called a thread, and can be replied to by as many 

people as so wish. 

In a forum platform and depending on the settings definitions, users can be anonymous or have to register 

with the forum and then subsequently log in in order to post messages. 

Blogs - A blog is short for weblog. It is an online tool that allows users to maintain a log on any topic they 

like. They write a piece of text, called a post, and make that available online. Initially these were used for 

personal use, but quickly grew as a means to inform others about what interests you. Some function as a 

diary, but mosts are formed around a particular topics. 

Blogposts are made available in chronological fashion, newest at the top. 

Post are usually tagged with keywords and organised monthly and by keyword. Others can post comments 

on a blog and ‘follow’ a blog, i.e. get regular updates of new posts to the blog. 

Micro-blogging - Microblogs allow users to exchange small parts of content such as short sentences, 

individual images, or video links. These small messages are used to call microposts. A well-known 

microblogging application is Twitter, but also the short messages that are seen in social networks, such as the 

groupwall in Facebook. 

Microbloggers post about all kind of different topics, just about what they are up to, varying from "what I'm 

doing right now", to what they are interested, or particular thematic topics, such as "football".  Commercial 

microblogs also exist to promote websites, services and products. Microblogs can also be used to promote 

collaboration within an organization or any community interested in a particular topic. Similarly it can be 

used to exchange ideas and promote interactions between participants in formal or informal learning 

environments, like MOOCs. 

Some microblogging services offer features such as privacy settings, which allow users to control who can 

read their microblogs, or alternative ways of publishing entries besides the web-based interface. 

Social networking - The concept of social networking comes around us through all the tools, software and 

websites that improve the opportunities to build social networks or social relations among people who share 

interests, activities, backgrounds or real-life connections. 
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Social network sites are web-based services that allow individuals to create a public profile, to create a list of 

users with whom to share connections, and view and cross the connections within the system (boyd & 

Ellison, 2007). They incorporate new information and communication tools such as mobile connectivity, 

photo/video/sharing and blogging so they allow users to share ideas, pictures, posts, activities, events, 

interests with people in their network. It originally might have started off as a way to keep in contact with 

friends, family, etc. but quickly expanded into sites that allowed people to create large networks, 

‘befriending’ as many people as possible, putting content out on the web and interacting through posting a 

lot of short messages. 

Social bookmarking - is a centralized online service which enables users to add, annotate, edit, and share 

bookmarks of web contents, thereby giving the user the option to make these bookmarks available to others, 

hence ‘social’ bookmarking
7
. 

Social bookmarking doesn’t provide the resources themselves, but a link to the bookmarked page. The 

descriptions are integrated in the form of metadata to inform users about the content of the resource without 

download it for themselves. Usually this is done in the form of tags. 

It’s possible to users to save links to web pages that they want to remember and/or share. These bookmarks 

are usually public, and can be saved privately, shared only with specified people or groups, shared only 

inside certain networks, or another combination of public and private domain. 

These bookmarks are organized chronologically, by category or tags, or via a search engine. 

Some social bookmarking services provide web feeds for their lists of bookmarks, including lists organized 

by tags. This allows subscribers to become aware of new bookmarks as they are saved, shared, and tagged by 

other users. It also helps to promote your contents by networking with other social book markers and 

collaborating with each other. 

Extra features such as ratings and comments on bookmarks, the possibility to import and export bookmarks 

from browsers, emailing of bookmarks, web annotation, and groups or other social network features are also 

functionalities that can be provided. 

Tagging – Tags and Tagclouds Tags are short keywords or labels attached to a bookmark, resources, 

blogpost to categorise it, but also to quickly identify and retrieve it. Tags arise from users and are not derived 

from a taxonomy, hence also referred to as folksonomy. Many sites that allow the use of tags, also represent 

these as collections or tagclouds. Tags are shown in varying sizes indicating how frequently they are used. 

Tags in tagclouds are ‘clickable’ and when clicked display a list of resources that are labeled with that 

particular tag. 

Social curation - Social curation is collaborative sharing of Web content organized around one or more 

particular themes or topics. It entails the act of discovering, gathering, and presenting digital content that 

surrounds specific subject matter. Content curation does not include generating content, but instead, 
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amassing content from a variety of sources, and delivering it in an organized fashion. Any piece of online 

digital content, such as videos, articles, pictures, songs, blogs, websites that can be shared can be curated. 

Social curation is all around us. It can take the form of an RSS feed, links posted on blogs, social media 

feeds, or an online news mashup. There are also dedicated websites like Scoopit or Reddit that allow users to 

curate content, i.e. refer to a particular online content and add comments as to why and what is being curated. 

Wiki - A wiki is a web-based system which allows people to add, modify, or delete content in a collaborative 

manner. Although it resembles the features of a blog in the sense that it allows users to write content, in a 

wiki there is not a designated owner. Anybody can add or modify content. While a blog is a chronological 

list of blog posts written by a single user, wiki usually contains several ‘pages’ and pages can be edited by 

any number of users. The structure of a wiki emerges according to the needs of the users. A well-known wiki 

is the online encyclopedia Wikipedia that is being maintained by volunteers. 

Many wiki platforms also offer communication facilities to allow users to discuss the content. 

This concept is more often used to promote the discussion and content sharing in a oriented way where the 

contents to be shared or discussed have a previously recommendation by the ones that are supporting the 

wiki environment. 

Really Simple Syndication (RSS) - is a format for syndicating news. Several types of applications and 

websites provide news from their website in the form of RSS feeds. People use this to subscribe to sites and 

keep up to date with what is happening. 

RSS readers collect news in the background at user configurable intervals and warn with a little popup in the 

system tray that there is a new message arrived. You can click the news headline to see a short description of 

the news and click or open the original news web page in an RSS Reader browser or default browser 

window. 

RSS feeds can be integrated into other websites and then provide a continuous stream of news items from the 

originating website. 

7.1 What does it mean for Education? 
The above discussed developments in web technology, applications, availability and usage have tremendous 

impact for distance learning. After correspondence courses in 1980 in the USA distance learning had its ups 

and downs by introducing new technologies (e.g. radio or television). In the 1990s E-Learning and Computer 

Based Training (CBT) came up. Commercial training organizations provided courses, where: 

 The training material and where appropriate the trainer are accredited to apply quality standards. 

 The material has to follow given syllabi from a standard body by the distinct training organization. 

 Users have to receive technical support and access to a subject matter expert/mentor within defined 

expected response time. 

It is also conventional wisdom that teacher-centred teaching will not only lead to best results regarding the 

Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1994) of educational goals. To climb up the ladder of knowledge-

comprehension-application-analysis-synthesis-evaluation, additional features e.g. quizzes, exercises and 
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exams have to be provided to make it more probable, that users will be able to apply the acquired knowledge 

in the appropriate manner. 

7.1.1 Open educational resources: OER 
Besides the commercial niches the next big thing was the occurrence of Open Educational Resources (OER) 

in the late 1990s. One of the various definitions from the William and Flora Hewlett foundation is that OER 

are "teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under 

an intellectual property license that permits their free use and re-purposing by others. Open educational 

resources include full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, and 

any other tools, materials, or techniques used to support access to knowledge" (Atkins, D., Seely Brown, J. 

and Hammond, A.L., 2007). 

The idea of OER was boosted with the development of the Web from 1.0 to 3.0, and so the MOOCs came up 

in 2008. The network diagram of Stephen Downes' and George Siemens' course on Connectivism & 

Connective Knowledge (CCK08) in the figure below, shows how the above discussed gadgets where related 

and put together for one of the first MOOCs to support the learning process. For example: Class homepage, 

RSS feed, general forum to discuss issues, Facebook group, Blogs, Wikis, course Twitter, mailings and other 

resources are all available in one MOOC. 

 

Figure 6: Network diagram for Stephen Downes' and George Siemens' CCK08 course8 

 

                                                      

8
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Today several success stories of North American, Asian and European regions with thousands of users 

around the world are known. A number of Open Source implementations of MOOCs supporting software 

and different approaches are available. Due to the size of the audience "MOOCs require instructional design 

that facilitates large-scale feedback and interaction". Traditional approaches use video lectures but more is 

needed according to Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1994). Social media groups are needed to handle the 

amount of responses or machine support. Two approaches are widely spread: 

 The older cMOOCs rely on the connectivist approach with peer-review and group collaboration. 

 The more recent xMOOCs provide "automated feedback through objective, online assessments, e.g. 

quizzes and exams" as shown above. 

Special provision has to be taken for exams if they are necessary for certification. Either a learner gets tested 

in regional testing centres or special methods to verify the identity of a person online have to be applied. 

Different business models are applicable: 

 Totally open and free (universities). 

 Content free and certification for fee. 

 Content and certifications for fee (commercial). 
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7.2 Social media in learning contexts 
After describing the main types of social media it’s important to understand how they can be useful in 

learning contexts. If it is true that individuals are using social media to build and create their own trusted 

network in personal lives, it’s also true that they are getting an interesting power in professional and learning 

activities. 

All those potential uses of social media give us the possibility amongst others to: 

 Ask and answer questions. 

 Exchange resources, ideas and experiences. 

 Brainstorm and solve problems. 

 Keep up to date with all the environments where we are in. 

 Learn from each other with all the possibilities that are provided by the web 2.0 tools. 

When we talk about learning environments, we talk about PEOPLE and CONTENTS. 

If the contents are one of the most important parts in the learning process is also true that the interaction 

between the people involved in this process, the context in which this interaction takes place is also an 

important element for effective learning. 

In the next table we can identify the main difference between them. 

Web technologies 

  

Social  web technologies 

publishing content 

reading content 

some interaction with content 

sharing information and knowledge 

collaborative working and learning 

social learning 

CONTENT PEOPLE 

Figure 7: Social web empowers people in becoming active contributors 

If it is true that most learning management systems (LMS) provide specific tools similar to social media, it is 

also true that users do not like to have too many profiles spread across different contexts, preferring to be 

integrated and used those who they usually use in their daily lives. 

However, it is not a question of just using social media and ready. It’s important to understand how we can 

make the best use of these instruments regarding to its effectiveness in the learning process. 

Simply providing a tool or in this case social media will not ensure a beneficial application. 
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Social media can be used for different purposes in learning environments. One of the main strengths lies in 

the possibilities for sharing and interacting, collaboration, cooperation and joint work. Moreover, as social 

media also is about interaction and communication, social media can support learning processes such as 

reflection and monitoring. 

When we talk about a learning process we can do it in a Personal or in a Group way. 

A large number of people are now making significant use of social media tools to build their own Personal 

Learning or Knowledge Networks even if they may not realize this is what they are doing – in order to 

access their own trusted “learning” resources or connect with people whose opinions they value. 

Hart (2014) identifies some examples of the use of social media for Personal Learning Networks: 

 Joining social networks to interact with others, ask and answer questions, start discussions and build 

a personal or professional network 

 Using micro-sharing services, that could be supported by free online tools like Facebook, Google+, 

Twitter and so on, to share their own daily information, as well as follow people that share tips, 

guidelines and tools 

 Using a social bookmarking tool to find the best sources of information about a subject (“crowd-

sourced learning”) 

 Using an RSS reader to subscribe to blog and web feeds to keep up date with what is happening in 

their field of interest  

Another kind of involvement suggested could be being part of Group Directed Learning where groups use 

social media tools to share information, resources and experiences with one another. The learning process 

takes place through the interaction between the participants according to their contexts.  This sharing of 

knowledge could generate new knowledge that in interaction between all could cover an interesting 

environment to learn. In this kind of learning the group and all the connections that could happen guides the 

learning process. 

Examples of the use of social media for group directed learning include: 

 The use of group spaces or social networks to store and share ideas, experiences, resources and 

contacts. 

 The use of collaborative tools to work together on common documents, or to brainstorm together. 

 The use of social bookmarking tools to create bookmarks. 

 The use of personal micro-blogging tools to talk (in real-time) about work issues, ask questions of 

colleagues and join work groups. 

7.2.1 Typical roles of the participants in a learning environment: 
When we are referring to an individual or group learning environment we could identify different roles 

among the participants that are part of the MOOC. 

In the list below we can understand better what are the main contributions of each of one: 

Course creators – the team that organizes the MOOC, that defines the methodology to be used, the 

resources and the evaluation mechanisms. 
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Curators - Curators usually hold a higher academic degree in their subject, typically a Doctor or 

a master's degree in specific subjects. Their contribution to a MOOC is the CONTENT production or 

sharing of knowledge. 

Facilitators - The facilitators doesn’t have to be subject experts, they are in a learning environment to 

facilitate access to the training. These participants take a more leading role in order to promote the 

communication between all the publics involved and to be aware of the learning process to ensure the 

effectiveness of the training. 

Participants – all the people that enrol in a MOOC. The role could be just to assist, to collaborate, 

to share or to produce with others new knowledge. It depends of the dynamics that the course 

creators have defined earlier. 

Each of these roles can benefit from the use of social media, although that can differ between roles. Course 

creators needs to consider the function of social media in the light of the pedagogical design and decide the 

role and application of the social media in the learning activities. It allows course designers to design 

authentic and situated activities, but also to make use of the active contribution of the learners and the 

knowledge contained within the network and community of participants. Like curators course designers can 

also make use of existing content that is already available through the use of social media. 

For teachers and facilitators, social media can take away some of the burden of teaching and supervising as 

they can put the learner in the teaching and tutoring role by enticing them to become active, as well as refer 

to content produced by the participants and enrich the learning experience. 

Because the learning approach taken is that of social networked principles learners can benefit from the use 

of social media and take on an active role in their own learning process. 

Below we describe the use of social media for various educational purposes. This is not restricted to a 

particular role, but can apply to multiple roles. Except for those learning processes that are typical intended 

for the learner, such as reflection.  

7.3 Social media for content producers 
One of the main features of social media is that it allows users to easily create their own content. That is a 

powerful mechanism that is necessary in any learning contexts such as the ECO sMOOCs where the learner 

has to take an active role in the learning process. The advantages of social media are that it has become very 

easy to create and produce more advanced types of content, other than simple text contributions. We will list 

here type of tools for various types of content and occasionally mention a particular tool or brandname. 

Blogging 

There are many different blogging sites available where users can create an account and maintain their 

personal blog. It allows learners to write rich textual contents that in addition to formatted text usually also 

can contain images and hyperlinks. Blog contents are shared through aggregators, i.e. small widgets that 

show the content in other sites. The content itself is not shared. Blogging tools have a mechanism that allows 

linking of blogposts, informing the owner of links posted that are being referenced. Because most blogs also 

allow others to comment on blog posts, it can become a rich interactive medium. 
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Wordpress is probably the most popular blogging tool. Is can be downloaded as open source software to be 

installed in a webserver, but there is also free hosting service for building a blog or website. 

Jointly editing of documents 

One of the most popular tools that allow users to jointly write documents are probably wikis, although 

Google Docs is also popular.  

Wikis are online sites that allow users to jointly write in the same online document. A wiki can contain many 

pages. Due to the wiki syntax pages are interlinked. Wikis are also quite often implemented in content 

management systems for websites and in LMS. Wikis are good when learners need to jointly develop a 

document. Because all versions that are written are stored, it provides also a good tool for teachers and 

learner to monitor the process. In addition, wiki software provides commenting and discussion features. The 

owner of the wiki decides who can jointly edit, others usually can comment to wiki pages. 

Wiki software can also be downloaded as free open source software to be installed into a web server. A 

common wiki software is Mediawiki. It is used to develop Wikipedia, the well-known online encyclopaedia 

that anyone can edit and contribute to. 

Google doc/drive 

Sometime ago, Google made an office suite available for online editing. It started with document editing 

very similar to Word, but now also includes spreadsheets, presentation slides, drawings and forms to create 

surveys and questionnaires. Users can decide with whom to share those documents and give them 

permissions to suggest changes or allow them to edit the documents. It is also possible to upload these types 

of documents that are first created offline in for example Microsoft Office. Google drive therefore is a 

combination of a file sharing and joint editing tool. 

It is freely available for anybody who has a Google account. 

In the context of ECO wikis can be used for collaborative tasks and content production. Google drive could 

be useful to produce and share documents as read only or as a collaborate instrument of content producers. 

Wikipedia can be a source of information for learners, but as anybody can edit and add to Wikipedia 

information it could be used to share results of researches made in the context of learning activities in 

sMOOCs. 

File sharing 

There are several sites that allow users to store all kinds of files on the internet. This is sometimes also 

referred to as cloud storage. Users can then others a link to a particular file or even folder so that they at least 

can view it. Sometimes it is also possible to allow others to edit the files. Most of these sites are accessible 

via a browser, but also provide software client that needs to be installed. In that case files are synchronised 

between de hard drive of the computer or the hand-held device and the internet storage. 

These file sharing services are usually intended for documents. Dedicated services exist for sharing audio, 

video and photos. 

It is useful for collaborative content producers or for group tasks because it allows learners to exchange files. 
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Dropbox is an example of this kind of file sharing sites. It offers also a client that synchronises the files from 

the internet with the local computer or mobile devices. Changes to the file are then synchronised with the 

internet, allowing people to work together at documents.  

Google drive can also be used to share files, although it also offers features for co-production of files as 

described above. 

Video sharing 

There are several websites that allow people to upload their videos and make these available for others to 

watch. The quality of these videos ranges from home-produced movies captures with mobile phones, to high 

end movie productions. Youtube and Vimeo are probably the two best known. Youtube also provide 

‘channels’ where organisations can upload and make available their videos. Channels are being used by 

several of the major universities, such as the British, Dutch and Spanish Open Universities.  

These sites provide access to videos in streaming format, meaning that the user does not have to wait until 

the browser has downloaded the full video fragment. There is no real alternative for end users to share their 

videos, although organisations could set up their own streaming server. 

This platform could be useful to share video resources like contents presentations from teachers, web 

lectures, webconferences etc. and also from learners as a result of interactions in the learning environment. 

Podcasts 

Podcasts constitute of recorded audio or video fragments. Although podcasts are a one-way form of 

communication, they enable the creation of user-generated content. Podcasts are fairly easy for anyone to 

make. The advance of podcasts over other online video or audio sites is that podcasts can be downloaded 

onto hand-held devices and computers. That also makes podcast a great medium for distributing contents. 

However, it requires users to install software. An example of this is the freely downloadable software, 

Audacity. Users can record and edit audio with Audacity and it runs on most operating systems, including 

Mac OS X and Windows. Key features include recording through a microphone or mixer, digitizing 

recordings from tapes, audio editing, importing and exporting audio files, effects and quality adjustments. 

Search engines 

Web search engines give access to web pages according to keywords. It is a tool that is used by many people 

including learners. Many students look at the internet to find the answer to their homework. In that sense it is 

a valuable tool in any educational context. However, it could also be incorporated into activities and when 

integrated into the environment be made specific for certain activities and resources. It could be useful to 

promote the research from learners and also to open the learning environment to other web-contents. 

The best known web search engine is Google search.  

Screencapture 

A screen capture tool that lets us grab an image or video of what we see on our computer screen, add effects 

and share it with anyone. The tool is not a social media, but it allows users to create rich content that than 

can be shared via social media. 
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For taking screenshots, the printscreen button on keyboards can be used, although a more advanced version 

is available from Windows as SnippIt, or in MacOSx.  

To capture moving images or a series of actions, screencapture software is required. There are online 

services such as Screenr that do not require software to be installed. Other applications, such as Snagit, Jing 

and Camtasia need to be installed first. 

But also Powerpoint, Paint and PDF writers can be used to capture screens or make animations. 

In the context of ECO, these tools could be useful to produce or share in a collaborative way presentations, 

simulations, etc. 

7.4 Social media to support reflection and monitoring 
Reflecting on and monitoring the learning processes and performance is a complex process that could be 

supported by a combination of content creation tools, communication tools and tools that allow commenting, 

categorisation, brainstorming and reflection. 

Blogs 

Blogs are already being used to support learners in the reflection process and have been shown to be 

effective, not only because they are used by the learner to write down their reflections on the learning 

process, but also by the comments and responses from others. 

Curation sites 

Any curation sites that allow users to aggregate topics they are interested in and comment on that, like 

Scoopit are powerful reflective tools. 

Annotation tools 

Social media and tools that allow learners to annotate not only their own work but also that of others provide 

support for reflection and monitoring. This can be through curation sites and bookmarking sites such as 

Scoopit, Diigo, but also through social networking sites such as mentioned below. 

Tagging and tagclouds 

Being able to assign tags assist learners to get insight in their activities. Tagclouds can visualise what 

concepts they have been dealing with, what the important concepts are, and what concept might need further 

attention. 

Twitter 

Is a free microblogging service that allows registered members to broadcast short posts called tweets. Twitter 

members can broadcast tweets and follow other users' tweets by using multiple platforms and devices. 

In the ECO project it could be used to promote and disseminate activities suggested by teachers or to have 

feed-back from learners. 
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Facebook 

A popular free social networking website that allows registered users to create profiles, upload photos and 

video, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family and colleagues.  

In the ECO project this platform could be used to disseminate ECO project events, to share and promote 

particular sMOOC activities and to promote the collaborative interactions between all the learning actors. 

Google+ 

Google+ is a social networking project, designed to replicate the way people interact offline more closely 

than is the case in other social networking services. The project’s slogan is “Real-life sharing rethought for 

the web.” 

In the ECO project this platform could be used to disseminate ECO project events, to share and promote 

particular sMOOC activities and to promote the collaborative interactions between all the learning actors. 

LinkedIn 

Linkedin is a social networking site designed specifically for the business community. The goal of the site is 

to allow registered members to establish and document networks of people they know and trust 

professionally. 

In the ECO project it could be a rich tool to engage people and to link them according to their skills and 

competences.  

Activity stream 

Activity streams provide insight into activities that the learner, and others, have been doing, and thereby 

provide a valuable source of information for monitoring once process, but also can stimulate reflection. 

e-portfolios 

E-portfolios are mentioned here for their value in stimulating reflection and ease of monitoring once 

historical actions. There is dedicated e-portfolio software, but e-portfolios can also be constructed by a 

combination of social media tools, combining content production tools, with co-creation, annotation, 

commenting and sharing features. 

7.5 Social media for collaboration and feedback 
In recent years, the use of social networking and social media in learning environments has become a crucial 

strategy for the enhancement of virtual learning communities. Social media offers the opportunity to 

implement learner-centered and social-constructivist methodologies that allow students to participate, enrich 

and cooperate in a way that radically differs from the underlying teaching-centered paradigm of first 

generation e-learning environments in which social interaction and learning was secondary and difficult. By 

providing the possibility of social interaction, feedback and community collaboration, including peer 

learning and peer assessment, social media make possible the development of effective communities of 

learning and practice. 
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The effective existence of valuable social interactions in a learning community can be identified as an 

indicator of a positive educational experience, which has a direct impact on both learning and satisfaction. In 

online environments, social media has the potential to strengthen the feeling of human connectedness by 

encouraging communication between learners, directly helping them to build rewarding learning 

relationships and improving the interactive possibilities of the technology. 

Nevertheless, the use of social media as learning environments has to be sustained by a careful pedagogical 

design and course designers and instructors need to identify the relationship between learning task, social 

media function and the expected learning result, on the one hand, and the pedagogical strategies for 

increasing communication and contact between learners, in order to fully develop the potential of its 

implementation. 

In summary, social media can be key to the increase of valuable interactions between instructors and 

students, enhancing communication amongst peers, providing timely student feedback, overcoming the 

challenges for students in remote locations, providing a medium for instructors to enhance their identity and 

presence, increasing student performance and resulting in high levels of satisfaction of instructors and 

students. 

For that purpose, several strategies and social media features have to be taken into consideration: 

● Microblogging and blogging allows students to express in a relevant and satisfying way, allowing for 

instant feedback from peers and instructors. The contents that are blogged can be social in nature, 

encouraging communication and community building, and focused on learning tasks that are relevant 

to the pedagogical content of the courses. 

● The sharing of original contents, learning artifacts, task results, external resources and social 

interactions is a key aspect of social networking that must be allowed by social media 

implementation to completely explore the possibilities of feedback, dialogue and communication in 

the community of practice. Learners should have the possibility of commenting and giving karma to 

every content that is shared by other users. 

● Activity feeds that are actualized in real time serve as central hubs of the communicative experience 

of social media. In them, learners follow their peers latest shares and interactions, allowing them to 

give instant feedback by commenting or upvoting, and encourages constant communication and 

connection. 

● User lists, subscribing, RSS feeds and tagging have proved to be useful features in Web 2.0 and they 

should be implemented in order to help learners to locate, organize and categorize relevant 

information that otherwise would be difficult to follow.  

● User dashboards and profiles help learners and teachers not only to monitor their progress, work and 

interactions, but also to build their personal identity and motivation in the network, by giving them 

the possibility of including personal images and information that they want to share with the 

community. 

● Special attention should be giving to the possibility of creating self-defined micro-communities 

inside the big community. Team and group building empowers collaboration and peer feedback, 

widening the active learning roles of the users and giving them the opportunity of identify as a 

collective. Social media promote this by giving users the possibility of creating collective profiles 
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(e.g. pages) which, in learning environments, should also include collaborative learning tools such as 

wikis or collaborative editable documents. 

● Karma based social interactions (e.g. upvoting-downvoting, likes, favoriting, etc. of comments, 

shares and learning artifacts) combine gamification strategies with social media interactions to 

improve learner motivation and learning measurement and grading. 

● Social media communication tends to decrease in close communities. The creation of an open-access 

social network that have a real world impact in the overall Internet community should be considered 

in order to enrich social interactions, facilitating linking between existing social media such as 

Facebook and Twitter and allowing feedback and interaction from people that are not enrolled in the 

course. 

● Feedback: The aforementioned social media environment is designed to help teachers receive 

feedback from learners and to facilitate learners communication with the teaching staff and peers. 
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8 Requirements for ECO sMOOC platforms 
The ECO platforms should be sMOOC platforms, not just a MOOC platform and therefore should 

accommodate the requirements for social and seamless learning. Moreover the ECO pedagogical framework 

is based on constructivist, connectivist and networked learning principles, meaning that the learner is put 

central and that learners learn by creating, sharing and interaction with others in an authentic environment. 

Therefore the ECO platforms should provide the required tools and features that allow learners to engage 

with the MOOC contents, construct and produce their own content and engage with fellow learners. 

Preferably, the platforms should allow learners to use what they are familiar with and are accustomed to 

using, but should offer at the minimum comparable features. The whole should be designed to give the 

learners the experience of an integrated environment.  

Overall there are more requirements for the ECO sMOOC platforms than are related to the web 2.0 and 

social media aspects. In this chapter we only describe the latter. 

From the pedagogical framework, essential requirements are to provide for networked learning, interaction, 

communication, dialogue and peer feedback. 

This entails 

 Presence through rich user profiles and activity streams 

 Content creation through personal writing spaces containing blog, wiki or other editing tools. 

 Content sharing through communication via forum, chat, linking, microblogging, sharing. 

 Collaborating with others via personal and joint writing spaces like wiki, blog and communication 

facilities like forum, chat, and group formation. 

 Communication through forum, chat, annotation, rating, liking, reputation 

Summarising the above, any integrated MOOC platform should offer at least these key features: 

 Rich profiles: to create a presence. 

 Activity stream: to indicate what learners have done. 

 Personal writing space (blog or equivalent): to create contributions. 

 User dashboard: to aggregate their publications or those of the people that they follow. Own content 

published could also be aggregated in the profile page. 

 Micro-blogging (like Twitter) or updates (like Facebook or Google plus); if not possible, a good 

integration with at least one of these networks is desirable. 

 Possibility for group creation by participants or by course organizers to support group tasks. 

 Social connections - follow (like Twitter), friend (like Facebook), circle (like Google+). 

8.1 Affordances for social learning and gamification 

8.1.1 Rich user profiles 
 The learner is the owner and decides what information of the profile is made available to whom. 
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 A template for a rich user profile, containing at the minimum the demographic details, such as name, 

age, gender, avatar or picture, but also interest, educational background, expertise, occupation, 

context information, communication style preferences and learning ambitions, and ways to contact 

them. 

 A mechanism to import profile information from social network sites, like Facebook, LinkedIn. 

 A mechanism to view profiles of other learners. 

 An option to see who is enrolled in the course. 

 A mechanism to collect contact, at a minimum displaying name, date, and contact details, and 

preferably a picture. 

 Social connections - follow (like Twitter), friend (like Facebook), circle (like Google+). 

 A record of historical actions, gathered in an activity stream that can be filtered on date and person, 

and is localised to context. 

 Own content published could also be aggregated in the profile page. 

 

Figure 8: Example of a profile template 

8.1.2 List of members 
 An option to see who is enrolled in the course. 

 Search for people based on several criteria, such as name, similar or same course, location, interest. 

 Geo-localisation to assist in finding people near them. 

8.1.3 Activity stream 
 A record of historical actions, gathered in an activity stream that can be filtered on date and person, 

and is localised to context. 
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8.1.4 Personal Blog 
 A personal writing space (blog or equivalent) is required to allow learners to create contributions. A 

course blog can be used in addition, but learners should have access to a personal blog as well. When 

learners already have an active blog outside the platform, they should be able to integrate that via a 

blog aggregator or RSS feed. 

 Commenting and rating/linking should be possible. 

8.1.5 Course Blog 
 A course blog can be used, when the design of the course asks for it, but preferably learners should 

be allowed to use their personal blog, either internal in the platform or external. 

 Personal blogs should be aggregated into the course blog. 

 A blogroll should be used to list all blogs. 

 Blogpost can be filtered on topic, poster and date. 

 Comments to blogposts should be possible. 

8.1.6 Microblogging 
 Microblogging (like Twitter) or updates (like Facebook or Google plus). Again, preferably learners 

can integrate existing tools, for example via a Twitter feed or RSS feed. 

 If microblogging is not possible within the platform, a good integration with at least one of these 

networks is desirable. 

8.1.7 Wiki 
 Wiki to allow joint production and collaboration. 

 Depending on course design a course wiki or an assignment wiki. 

8.1.8 Group creation 
 Possibility for group creation by participants or by course organizers to support group tasks. 

 Joint group area populated with communication and collaboration tools. 

 Search for people based on several criteria, such as name, similar or same course, location, interest 

 Geo-localisation 

8.1.9 Evaluation 
 Annotation all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (blog, wiki, etc) own and 

made by others. 

 Rate or like all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (forum, blog, wiki, 

twitter, etc) 

 Tag all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (forum, blog, wiki, twitter, etc) 

 Bookmark all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (forum, blog, wiki, 

twitter, etc) 
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8.1.10 Sharing 
 Share all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (forum, blog, wiki, twitter, etc) 

to others e inside and outside the platform. 

 Comparable to Add it icons 

 Recommending all kinds of activities, resources, people/contacts, contributions (forum, blog, wiki, 

twitter, etc) to others e inside and outside the platform. 

 Applies also to resources, people, contributions created outside the platform and/or MOOC, thus 

importing. 

8.1.11 Content syndication 
 Option to import RSS feeds, twitter feeds 

 Blog aggregator 

8.1.12 User dashboard 
 User dashboard: to aggregate their publications or those of the people that they follow. Own content 

published could also be aggregated in the profile page. 

 Aggregating and organising annotations, ratings, likes, bookmarks. 

8.1.13 Progress bar 
 Progress bar: A progress bar is visible to all students during the course. Course designers can assign 

percentages of completion for each unit and activity, so users can monitor their progress in a 

motivational way. 

8.1.14 Achievement/badges system 
 Achievement/badges system and basic certification (Certificate of course completion): Learners earn 

badges by completing certain units or doing certain activities, or depending on grade. Once the 

learners obtain a certain number of basic badges/achievements they can opt to get a non-academic 

but official certificate of successful course completion. 

8.1.15 Karma/reputation system 
 A level or karma system that allows learners to gather different user karma and overall points. 

8.2 Social learning analytics 
Given the importance of social interaction in the pedagogical design of ECO sMOOCs, the ECO platform 

has to support learners in this. In doing so, learners build their own communities and networks consisting of 

other learners and participants. To be able to provide adequate support, the interactions and connections the 

learner engage in with others in these social networks need to be analysed. This is in part done by the 

learning analytics service as described in deliverable D2.5 Learning analytics requirements. When part or all 
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of these interactions occur in social media and social networks outside of the ECO platform, there are legal 

issues and issues of privacy and confidentiality of data to be dealt with. It should not be the case that ECO 

makes use of any and all data that participants generate in social media on the internet. However, there are 

situations and tools that can’t or should not be internal to the ECO platform. Because these data are still very 

relevant for the learner, teacher and course designer, ECO has to search for solutions that allow particular 

data to be collected. An approach would be to ask participants to use specific hashtags for Twitter, or create 

specific private social networks, communities or pages in existing social network sites such as Facebook, 

create dedicated groups and use dedicated, private conferencing.  

8.3 How to integrate into ECO platforms? 
A very important decision to make is whether the ECO platform has to develop and add the required features 

to the platform, integrate existing ones into the platform, or refer users to existing social media that are 

available on the web. 

It is important to give the learner an integrated experience and provide all features and tools that the learner 

needs while learning. That would be in favour of one integrated platform that provides all required features 

including social media. On the other hand, learners should be allowed to continue using those tools they are 

already using, to avoid duplication, and the risk of disengagement from having to learn yet another tool, 

distributing personal content over the internet, making maintenance difficult. A disadvantage of making use 

of existing social media for those who do not use that is that learner are forced to create a multitude of 

accounts to gain access. 

From a pedagogical point of view, the platform should provide learners with adequate support, in particular 

because the teachers can’t provide individual or personalised support. The learner feedback and support thus 

has to come not only from the other participants, but also from the platform and underlying systems. In 

deliverable 2.5 Learning analytics requirements we have described the role of learning analytics in this. 

Learning analytics and other types of support services however require access to meaningful data that is 

generated by the learners while studying the MOOC contents and performing the activities set out. Any 

actions of the learner that are performed outside of the platform are lost to those learning support services. 

While it might be technically possible to trace and log what learners are doing in external social media, there 

are legal issues and issues related to privacy and confidentiality of personal data. Even when learners have 

given consent to use of their data in the ECO platform, that might not hold for data in external systems. 

Learners probably would not even be aware that ECO is using their social data. Moreover, a lot of the data 

generated in external social media are not related to the MOOC and therefore can’t be used. It is an issue that 

needs to be dealt with carefully and that requires policies to be developed. 

Therefore the advice is to try to either implement the required features as functions into the ECO platform or 

integrate social media and data from social media in such way that its function is clearly scoped to the ECO 

platform and the current MOOC. 

This could be accomplished by explicit user actions, such as 

 Allowing learners to import existing profile information from other social network sites 

 Import existing profile information from other social network sites 

 Providing links to existing social network sites 
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 Aggregate existing blogs 

 Integrate existing microblogging sites 

 Create content in favoured tool and upload or import into course. 

Another option would be to integrate content and data via dedicated widgets or portals. 

There always will be exceptions. Video sharing is one such example for which there is no real alternative 

than using Youtube or Vimeo, at least not for learners. In this case, ECO either can’t make use of data 

created in these social media or needs to get explicit consent from the user, taking care to gather only those 

data that pertain to activities carried out in the context of the MOOC activities. 

8.4 Level of integration 
The social media should be part of the instructional design of the sMOOCs and be embedded in the course 

activities. That almost necessarily means that it has to be possible to use social media at various levels, down 

to activity level. It certainly is not sufficient to offer social media, let say a blog at the platform level, where 

its use would be across all MOOCs offered on the platform. Social media have to be contextualised, at the 

minimum at the course level, but for most it should be possible to link them to specific activities and specific 

groups of learners. Moreover, in the context of networked learning, learners should be allowed to create their 

own groups, including instances of social media for collaboration and communication within the group. 

Of course there are a few exceptions to the rule. User accounts are specific to a single user and linked with a 

single user profile page. That user profile should be consistent across MOOCs and across the platform. 

Nevertheless, users can create multiple accounts if they wish so. For ECO these are considered to be 

different users.  

The user dashboard could be provided at the ECO portal level, in the user profile. At any case, the dashboard 

should be contextualised and the user should have the option to filter on context, e.g. when enrolled in more 

than one sMOOC. 

A list of members is typically shown at course level, but a list of contact is shown at the profile level.  

Activity streams should be shown at various levels, but should be contextualised. A limited activity stream of 

main events could even be shown at the platform level. There always should be an activity stream at course 

level and a personal one for learners. The activitys tream should filter activities according to the context in 

which it is shown. 

Blogs should be offered at least at the personal level and at the course level. Preferably blogs can be 

contextualised to individual activities. 

Wikis can be offered at course level, but it is much more likely that separate instances of wikis are required 

for individual activities. 

Microblogging, such as tweets and updates are shown at various levels, from the platform level, course level 

down to the personal level. At personal level, users can filter on tweets and updates from specific people and 

courses they are following. 
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Annotating, tagging, rating, liking, bookmarking, sharing should be available at all level, from platform level 

down to personal level. 

Content syndication, such as RSS feeds, twitter feeds, blog aggregator is also something that occurs at 

several levels, but is contextualised to the level. Preferably users are allowed to add and configure feeds, at 

least to their profile page. 

There is no general rule for content creation tools and file sharing tools, except that it must be possible to 

contextualise content. Learners should be allowed to upload and share content with particular users and for 

particular individual learning activities. 

Reflection and monitoring tools are typically provided at personal level, although not necessarily limited to 

the user profile. 
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9 Social features in current ECO platforms 
At the start of the project a brief check has been conducted on the main ECO platforms for the availability of social features. Most of the platforms have limited 

support for these features. In particular features to create user profiles and use of personal tools are limited. The table below was input for discussions with work 

package 3 and the platform providers to agree on definition of each of the features. Since then, work package 3 has been working to improve the ECO platforms 

to include the minimum features. Further improvements of the ECO platforms are foreseen following this deliverable. Still, in the meantime course designers 

should make a careful evaluation of the ECO platform and choose the one that best accommodates their intended design. When the platform does not yet provide 

the required features, the course designer might have to choose for integrating external tooling. 

Feature WeMOOC OpenMOOC ARlearn Logi Assist iMOOC Polimi OpenedX 

Userprofile no no no limited limited no 

Integrating 

profile 

information from 

existing social 

media sites 

no no no no no no 

Linking to social 

media 

no no no no no no 

Forum 1 forum at course 

level 

1 forum at course 

level 

no no at course and 

activity level 

1 forum at course 

level 

 

optional at module 

level 
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Feature WeMOOC OpenMOOC ARlearn Logi Assist iMOOC Polimi OpenedX 

blog 1 blog at course 

level 

1 blog at course 

level 

no no personal blog, 

course blog 

 

Activity stream ? no yes  yes, on social 

interaction module 

 

Micro blogging no at course level no  yes no 

 

Chat yes no yes no yes no 

Collaboration 

tools 

at course level forum, blog at 

course level 

no no yes, both in the 

course and in the 

social module. 

forum, wiki 

 

Wiki at course level  no no yes yes 

Rating yes ? no no yes “like” only for 

forum  
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Feature WeMOOC OpenMOOC ARlearn Logi Assist iMOOC Polimi OpenedX 

Sharing limited twitter, 

facebook 

limited yes no yes limited twitter, 

facebook 

Annotating yes ? no no yes on forum and wiki 

Bookmarking no no no no no no 

Content 

syndication 

feeds are allowed 

in many course 

contents. 

feeds at course 

level. 

content can be 

syndicated via oai-

pmh 

 yes  

Group formation 

by learners 

no ? yes no yes no 

Artifact creation 

by learners 

no yes yes no no no 

 

Artifact creation 

by learners in 

personal learning 

environment and 

no ? no no no no 
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Feature WeMOOC OpenMOOC ARlearn Logi Assist iMOOC Polimi OpenedX 

include in 

MOOC 

Reputation 

system/karma 

limited to forum limited to forum yes no no no 
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Probably the best equipped as to social features is iMOOC. iMOOC consists of an integrated of the Elgg 

social media platform into the Moodle virtual learning environment, thereby allowing social media to be 

used at almost every level. iMOOC complete integrates the social network features into the platform, thereby 

providing the learners with an integrated learning experience.  

OpenMOOC as the platform of choice for most of the hub MOOC providers in particular offers very limited 

support for social media, although improvements have been made and the platform is under active 

development. 

WeMOOC, being based on Liferay would have many social media tools available that potentially can be 

provided at any level. Due to the model/template being offered to course designers, only a wiki and a blog 

are provided at course level only. Even the Liferay user profile page has been limited. However, there is 

sufficient potential for social features that could be enabled. 

ARLearn being a serious games platform does not provide social media. Of course a game can be designed 

to include social activities, link to or refer to social media. Content construction, liking, sharing, uploading of 

content, etc is happening through the applications of the mobile device the game is running on. 

This table has been discussed with the platform providers before the launch of the first pilot. Some 

improvements have been made at various platforms. Although some social media functions have been added 

to OpenMOOC, the platform used in most hubs, it is still lacking. Logi Assist has since developed a new 

version with greatly improved social features as illustrated below. Logi Assist offers several platform 

agnostic social features. These are supported in the web platform as well as in a mobile application. Thus 

learners are supported in interacting with other learners to solve challenges wherever the learner is located. 

Social features of Logi Assist 

The sMOOC platform Logi Assist offers social features to support the learner in social interaction with other 

learners on the platform. In this chapter, the integrated social features of Logi Assist are explained in details. 

● Wiki 

The platform provides its own wiki for all learners. In this wiki, learners can exchange and gather 

information about any topics. For example, key facts of a specific chapter of a course can be 

gathered in an overview, supporting the learning while writing about the learned facts. 

● Message board 

Every learner has access to the message board of the platform, where problems or challenges of 

every topic can be exchanged, discussed and solved. Every course and every chapter of a course has 

its own thread in the message board; thus ensuring a quick and efficient way to find the right persons 

(a moderator or other learners) to communicate with. 

● Friend list 

Additionally Logi Assist provides a friendship concept. Every learner can add other learners to their 

friends list through an intuitively friendship relation system as it is used in most common social 

platforms like e.g. Facebook. A learner can see the online status of all his friends and can directly 

start to communicate with them with the embedded messaging system of Logi Assist. 

● Peer to peer messaging 

A learner can communicate with his friends through the Logi Assist messaging system. The 

messaging system allows peer to peer message threads, which represent a “private” channel between 

two friended learners. Any of those two friends can write a message and send it to the other. 

Therefore this instantaneous communication channel supports the social interaction between 
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learners. At the moment, the messaging system supports only text messages but multimedia sharing 

is planned for the next releases. 

● Multi-threaded messaging 

Furthermore Logi Assist supports multi-threaded messaging. This means a learner has the possibility 

to start a group chat among his/her friends. The functionalities are the same as in a private chat. The 

only difference is that many people can interact and exchange their thoughts within such a group 

chat. 

● Calendar 

In addition, Logi Assist offers calendar functionalities, where events can be visualized. Those 

calendar events support the learners, for example, holding any course deadlines or finding a slot for a 

learning meeting with friends. 

Due to the complete rebranding, reorganizing and restructuring of the Logi Assist platform, the current 

version (http://eco.humance.de) does not support all social features yet. The wiki and the message board are 

already part of this version. The old version of Logi Assist (http://www.logiassist.de) supports friend lists, 

peer to peer messaging, multi-threaded messaging and calendar functionalities. Those features are not 

integrated into the new platform yet. 

Mobile application 

Beside the portal solution, Logi Assist offers a mobile application for Android smart devices. This 

application is based on the old version of the platform. The friend lists, peer to peer messaging, multi-

threaded messaging and calendar functionalities are integrated in the mobile application as well. Those 

features are supporting the learners to communicate with each other over multiple devices. Messages, either 

sent to a friend or a group, can be exchanged using the web portal or simultaneously using the mobile 

application. This point also underlines the social aspects covered by Logi Assist. Thus learners can socialize 

with their colleagues not only over an Internet platform but also while on the way using their Android smart 

devices. 
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10 Consequences of web 2.0 and social media for ECO architecture  
ECO faces many challenges that need to overcome in order to create an integrated ECO architecture that 

provides an integrated learning experience to its learners and provides suitable support to teachers and course 

designers. Some of these challenges have been already addressed, others are still outstanding.  

The architecture and features of ECO will enable the EU countries to improve education processes in the 

academics as well as in the economy by applying latest web technologies and principles to a broadest as 

possible audience. The EU needs an approach with different languages (as opposed to the English dominated 

countries in North America). It will be done by an experienced consortium in the education field and in the 

area of technology. Best of breed approaches will be enriched by social media functionality and by using 

mobile, to offer the user a wide set of options to choose for his or her best learning performance. Access to 

ECO will be open so that a variety of business models can be combined within the social responsibility of the 

EU. 

 

Figure 9: Tentative ECO platform architecture 

 

The main components that are integrated into the overall ECO platform are: 

 OpenMOOC, provided by UNED, one of the MOOC platforms that is currently being used by 

several of the hub MOOC providers. 

 ARLearn provided by OUNL, a platform to implement mobile learning and games. 

 weMOOC provided by TLS, one of the MOOC platforms. 

 LogiAssist provided by Humance, one of the MOOC platforms that includes mobile components. 

 iMOOC provide by UAB, one of the MOOC platforms, provides an integrated social network and 

social media. 

 Polimi edX provided by Polimi, one of the MOOC platforms. 

 Mobile mobile-front end provided by ReimerIT, the entry point for the users to all underlying 

platforms. 
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ECO takes a distributed approach combining several instances of MOOC platforms, several learning 

analytics implementations and potentially varying social media implementations. For measuring MOOC 

success for all users of all platforms every platform dashboard will be harmonized through a common 

approach. This is described further in deliverable ‘D2.5 Learning analytics requirements’. 

Finally, the architecture should support: 

 Moving from xMOOCS to sMOOCS (based on a suitable pedagogical framework and incorporation 

of social media features).  

 A catalogue of all available MOOC course exposed as Open Data through an exposure system. 

 Some 500 new MOOC courses are expected as deliverables from the project ECO in English, 

Spanish, French, Portuguese, Italian and German. 

 Teachers shall be able to create their own content and they will be certified.  

 Users shall be able to add own content. 

 A native mobile MOOC component integrated into the ECO platform via a web service based 

approach would be a nice to have feature, because that would mean that all access to the content will 

be mobile (wherever you are) and ubiquitous (whenever you want). 

Consequently the ECO architecture has to provide the necessary social features. 

 Analyze and define social features (e.g. blogging, rating, annotating, tagging) which will enrich the 

ECO MOOC platforms. 

 Evaluating existing MOOC-platforms and if applicable, enriching them with missing features e.g. 

notification features 

 Specify points of integration within existing social media instruments and tools (including Facebook, 

twitter, etc.) 
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11 Conclusion 
ECO promotes the design and delivey of MOOCs that are social and seamless. Advances of the worldwide 

web into web 2.0 and the popularity of social media opened up opportunities to enrich education and 

learning experiences. However, it is not a matter of simply adding social media to a learning environment. 

The social media should be inherent part of the pedagogical design and the learning activities. Only then, 

learners and teachers can benefit from the opportunities that online courses such as MOOCs can offer. 

Course designers should carefully select the social media that provide the affordances for the intended 

educational purpose. Some social media can support various aspects, such as a blog that can be used for 

content creation but also can provide reflection mechanisms. Often a selection or combination of social 

media can be made. To increase motivation, gamification aspects such as karma, reputation, badges should 

be applied to stimulate the participants in becoming active contributors. 

Learning platforms, such as the ECO platforms need to carefully evaluate how to offer social features so that 

course designers can design rich MOOCs that provide participants with a rich and stimulating learning 

experience and stimulates participants to engage in the required social interactions for an optimised learning 

performance. The recommendations put forward in this deliverable should be the input for work package 3 

and 4 to guide their task in the coming months. 
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